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Inside Edge

Ring

Choose a ring that correctly fits the fingr you are purchasing the ring for.


Lay the ring over each of the size circles below until you are able to closely match the inside edge of the ring to 
one of the circles below. 


1.


2. 

OPTION 2 - MEASURE AN EXISTING RING

OPTION 1 - CREATE YOU OWN RING SIZER

Cut out the ring sizer below.


Wrap the ring sizer snuggly around the widest part of the desired finger so that the numbers are visible to you. 
Insert the pointed end through the slit you made in the sizer.


Pull tightly. The sizer must fit snugly to produce an accurate size. 


Make note of the number that lines up with the slit - this is your ring size.


Tip: Measure your finger at the time of day when it will be at its largest - usually at the end of the day. Avoid 
measuring your fingers when they are cold or damp.

1.
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This guide must be printed to be used. Your printer settings should be 
set to “Do not scale” (important!). 


Before proceeding, use a ruler to confirm the printed paper size in the 
box to the right.


Rings sizes are in US / Canadian sizes.






HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
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TEMPERATURE


If your hands are warm, your fingers could be slightly 
swollen. If your hands are cold, your fingers could be 
smaller than usual.


Therefore, measure your fingers at least 3 times for 
accuracy. 




LARGE KNUCKLES


You may need to go up half a size if your knuckles  are 
larger than the  base of your finger.





RING SIZES


Our rings typically come in size 5-8. Our most popular 
ring size is 6.


We also sell knuckle  or pinky ring sizes of some styles in 
sizes 2-4. 






INTERNATIONAL SIZES


We use US / Canadian ring sizes. 


If you would like to convert a ring size, please use the 
International  Ring Size chart on the following page. The 
conversion should be very close, however,  we cannot 
guarantee it will be an exact match to our ring  sizes. 






BUYING A SURPRISE GIFT?


Try to borrow one of your recipient’s rings and measure 
it using Option 2 on the previous page.


Try to choose a plain band or a ring that is the same 
width all around so it’s easier to measure. It’s best if the 
ring can sit flush to the surface for an accurate reading.


Use a narrow band rather than an extra wide band as 
wider bands tend to fit smaller. 






WIDE RINGS


For wider rings, you may feel more comfortable  going 
up half a  size from your measurement. Wider rings are 
considered approximately 6mm or more wide.





HALF SIZES


If you are a half size, we recommend going up a full size 
as we usually do not stock half sizes.





OTHER METHODS OF MEASUREMENT


Jewelry Ring Sizers - The most accurate method  is to 
get measured at a local jewelry store. Make sure the ring 
sizers are similar in width to the ring you would like to 
purchase. Generally, jewelers have thinner and thicker 
ring sizers.


String - Strings tend to stretch which can result in an 
inaccurate reading. 


Ruler - Units are often  misread and the incorrect part of 
a ring often measured which can result in an inaccurate 
reading.





RING FIT


Shake your hand a few times. If the ring slides too much 
or falls off then it is too large.


If your finger bulges around your ring then it is too small.


If your ring can slide a few millimeters forwards and 
backwards without slipping over your knuckle, then it is 
the perfect fit.









INTERNATIONAL RING CONVERSION CHART
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